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TPE mechanism can be  
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h photons have large 
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Lowest order graphs to turn 3 collinear quark
into 3 collinear quarks moving in opposite direc
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Hard subprocess
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CD FF’s: 

ll integrals are IR-finite pole in the lepton propaga
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cleon DA

assumption: drop the highest conformal moments

r. uncertainties:   renorm. scale (NLO)                        

odels for DA :
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3 non-perturbative parameters

helicity flip FF:
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Empirical fit for the ratio and form factor:
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Re part of TPE
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Target Normal Spin Asymmetry
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ard QCD contribution in TPE at large Q2 is not small and 
ust be considered accurately

PE at large  Q2 depends on the structure of target 
nd can provide us information about nucleon DA

xperiments  at higher Q2 where the theory works better is a
ood opportunity to check pQCD predictions 

arge power corrections and/or  NLO can change 
ptimistic picture.  This question must be studied. 


